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                            The highly refined Japanese/Amsterdam based pianist Atzko 

Kohashi and equivalent bassist Tony Overwater invariably 

deliver excellent chamber jazz. Their Cresent album sounds like 

a musical star menu, everything is right down to the smallest 

details: The choice of repertoire, the acoustics, tempos and 

interpretations are all as delicate as they are tasteful.   

                                 –Edison Jazz Awards 2022 

 

 

 

Crescent was nominated for Edison Jazz Award (National category) 2022 and  

Der Preis der deutschen Schallplattenkritik (The German Record Critics’ Award) 2/2022.  

 

 

Paths crossed in Amsterdam 

Despite the differences in their nationalities, cultures and backgrounds, Atzko Kohashi 

(Amsterdam-based, originally from Japan) and Tony Overwater (from the Netherlands) found 

common ground rooted in jazz improvisation, in a cosmopolitan city - Amsterdam. 

Listen to the unique sounds and melodies arising from their respective cultural, geographical, and 

musical backgrounds. 

 

Inspired by John Coltrane 

The duo portrays the spiritual world of John Coltrane, playing his compositions from the album 

Crescent. Atzko and Tony play with their own interpretation, but with deep understanding and 

respect for Coltrane’s original music. "I’ve found you’ve got to look back at the old things and see 

them in a new light," said John Coltrane. Indeed! 

 

One-on-One 

Atzko & Tony duo is more than just a fusion of two instruments. Their combined sounds are almost 

like beautiful mosaic made up of small pieces of different colors and shapes. They make use of 

individual personality and roots while respecting each other’s differences: different sensibility, 

different sense of rhythm, and different taste of phrasing.  

 

Pure & Organic sound 

"We want to deliver the purest and the most honest sound to audience."  

The duo puts great value on the sound of their instruments. Experience the pure and organic sound 

as if you are part of their band. 



Behind the scene of Crescent  

 

Atzko & Tony’s  latest album, "Crescent" was recorded on 

February 14, 2021 at Beauforthuis, a music venue and a 

former church, in Austerlitz in the Netherlands. In the 

midst of a prolonged pandemic, it was an exceptional 

recording where two musicians entrusted their passion to 

their instruments. Atzko & Tony immediately bonded 

through a deep desire to realize the recording and put their 

best into the project. The duo was deeply inspired by 

Coltrane’s Crescent.  

 
The beautiful acoustic of the church building, combined with the beauty of the surrounding 

snowfields, resulted in an impressive recording. Only five months after the recording, the album 

"Crescent" was released by Studio Songs in Japan, and it is scheduled to be released worldwide in 

January 2022 by Jazz in Motion records. 

 
It is said that people have long considered the gradually waxing moon to be a symbol of the 

fulfilment of their wishes, and that praying to the crescent moon was a special occasion. The 

crescent moon, which reflects the sunlight and waxes day by day, is like a piece waiting to be fully 

formed. You do not just entrust your dreams but you set your sights and your hopes, looking 

forward to the future and preparing to take action. It is no wonder that Coltrane's Crescent 

connected with their hope to realize this recording session. 

 

 
 

Media Links 

 

Mini documentary 

https://youtu.be/gRjqBxFtwqY  

 

Lonnie’s Lament 

https://youtu.be/toQT0dqOjjE  

 

Vpro Vrije Geluiden Session at Bij Andreas 

https://www.vpro.nl/vrije-geluiden/media~WO_VPRO_16865501~vpro-vrije-geluiden-sessies-

atzko-kohashi-en-tony-overwater-bij-andreas~.html 

 
 
 
 

https://youtu.be/gRjqBxFtwqY


Biography 

 

 

Tony Overwater, bass                                        

Born in Rotterdam, the Netherlands. Tony Overwater is a 
top bassist who has won the Boy Edgar Award and the 
Edison Award, the most prestigious award in Dutch jazz. 
While a student at the Royal Conservatoire of The Hague, 
he was discovered by David Murray who was on a tour in 
Europe and he joined the group, performing in concerts 
and on recordings such as "A Sanctuary Within" (1992). He 
studied with John Clayton, Charlie Haden, and Dave 
Holland. With saxophonist Yuri Honing's trio, he explored 
the fields of neo-bop and free improvisation. In the 
meantime, he is collaborating in Arabic and Persian music 
with musicians such as Kayhan Kalhor, Rima Khcheich and 
the Rembrandt Frerichs Trio, as well as composing music for many documentaries including the 
Berlin 
Award winning documentary Justice for Sergei and Om de Oude Wereldzee. Thus he is highly 
regarded for his prominent and versatile musical activities inside and outside of Europe. He is 
currently teaching at the Royal Conservatoire of The Hague. 
www.tonyoverwater.com 

 

 

 

Atzko Kohashi, piano 

Atzko Kohashi, who currently resides in Amsterdam, is a 
Japanese born pianist with international background. She 
started her classical piano studies during childhood and 
has been improvising and composing since. From 1994 to 
2001 she lived in New York, where she studied with jazz 
master Steve Kuehn. Atzko has thus experienced three 
different cultures: Japanese, American and European. 
Such multicultural background has surely influenced her 
view on music and led to her unique musical style. “Warm, 
Natural and human” ''Still waters run deep” “Being neither 
too much nor too little, which seems something common 
with Zen philosophy”– critics describe the playing of 
pianist Atzko Kohashi. Whilst her musical root lies in Jazz, she adapts the melodies to her own 
voice. She has been working with various Dutch musicians including Frans van der Hoeven (bassist), 
Tony Overwater (bassist), Sebastiaan Kaptein (drummer), Eddy Koopman (percussionist), Angelo 
Verploegen (trumpeter), Maya Fridman (cellist), Denise Jannah (vocalist)…, and has released a 
series of duo and trio albums with them 
www.atzkokohashi.com 
 
 
 

http://www.tonyoverwater.com/


Reviews on Crescent  
 

 

 

 
         
 
                         
 
 

   Crescent from Jazz in Motion, Netherlands                                Crescent from Studio Songs, Japan 

 
          

Crescent is a beautiful, intimate album by two great musicians. M. v. d. Berg, Jazzenzo 01 2022 

 
Although this is a subdued album, you can feel the emotion in every sentence. 
J. Brun, jazz-fun 01 2022 

 
... the beautiful acoustics let you dive deep into the purist sound world of piano and bass... 
R. Thomas, Jazzthing 01 2022 

 
... However, the two perfectly capture the thoughtful spirit of the recording... 
J. Engels, Jazzthing 04 2022 

 

The emotional density with which the duo deal with John Coltrane compositions reveals how they 
have internalized the spirituality of his music... J. Engels, Fono Forum, 04 2022 

 
… perfectly reproduced, deep, melancholy and dramatic....as written for this duo, it couldn't be 
more atmospheric.....very successful.... Jan v. Leersum, Rootstime 01 2022 
 

... The Japanese pianist and the Dutch bassist have managed to absorb the spirit of Coltrane's 
record and implement it in their own individual way... W. Giese, MusikAnSich 01 2022 
 

... Rather, the impression is that the performers succeed in drawing new aspects out of the 
compositions without obscuring their origins. H. D. Radke, Glarean 03 2022 

 
… A very fine, relaxed jazz album without sounding sappy or “healing,” yet in a sense this music as 
more healing power in it than many a “breathe deeply” CD being pushed nowadays. 
 ….Lynn René Bayley, Artmusiclounge 02 2022 

 

... The interplay between the two musicians can be called successful. A must if you are not averse to 
improvisations. P. Van de Wiele, Smooth Jazz 02 2022 

 



... From Coltrane, in addition to the title track Crescent, where the double bassist captivates with his 
string playing, there are three more brilliantly gripping masterpieces - the album opener Wise On, 
then Lonnie's Lament and Mr.Syms ... P. Spanko, skjazz 03 2022 
 

... Here is an album with a marked inspiration where Atzko Kohashi and Tony Overwater show a 
great sensitivity and a perfect communion of spirit... J. P. Goffin, jazzhalo 01 2022 
 

A Saxless ode to John Coltrane – Bassist Tony Overwater and pianist Atzko Kohashi perform John 
Coltrane’s music. It is daring to perform Coltrane's music in a duo setting without saxophone, but it 
works…..G.Kamer Volkskrant 02 2022 
 

It’s a soulful dialogue between the two humans. You can see the joy of life through their 
performance with full of freedom and openness…. M. Gotoh, weekly Friday Japan     
                                                     

….Seeking a spiritual connection with Coltrane, they also seem to converse with him. The sincere 
and heartfelt performance of the two musicians can attract the listeners to the last details, which 
generates another dialogue with us- listeners.   S. Katagiri, Intoxicate Japan  
 

…A duo of only piano and bass, even heightened sensitivity to Coltrane’s music. Their breathtaking 
interplay in tranquil manner resonates in our souls… H.Ichinose, Jazz Tokyo Japan 
 
 
The piano, with its beautifully resonant, elegant and delicate touch, as if it were breathing, and the 
bassist, with his casual but all-embracing technique, and his response to it, are also superb. 
T. Nagato, Jazz Life Japan  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Photo Gallery 

 

 

     
                at Fenix Music Factory, Rotterdam                                        at Wisseloord studio, Hilversum 

 

 

 

   

       at Paviljoen Ongehoorde Muziek, Eindhoven                                    at Oosterkerk, Amsterdam 

 

 

 

      
                       at Beauforthuis, Austerlitz                                                       at Bij Andreas, Naarden 

 
 


